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ABSTRACT 

A fuel cell vehicle is a hybrid vehicle which uses a fuel cell, in place of an engine, in addition to a battery, 

to power its electric motor. Energy units in vehicles produce power to control the engine utilizing oxygen from air 

and hydrogen. Most energy component vehicles have zero-outflows. They discharge just water and warmth. Due to 

rapid climate changes and increased environmental pollution due to fossil fuels the world is concentrating in 

alternative technologies which can reduce the global warming. Fuel cell is one of the important technologies which 

the future automobiles can rely upon. This paper discusses the different types of fuel cells used in vehicles and 

their effects on environment.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1801, Humpry Davy first demonstrated the fuel cell concept but the first working fuel cell was created 

by William Grove. Grove's experiments proved that an electric current could be produced by the electrochemical 

reaction of breaking the hydrogen atom. The first modern fuel cell vehicle was a modified Allis-Chalmers farm 

tractor, fitted with a 15 KW fuel cell, in 1959.  The Cold War Space Race drove further advancement of power 

module innovation. General Motors built up the primary power module street vehicle, the Chevrolet Electro van 

(Roger Billings, 2015) in 1966. It utilized a PEM energy component. 

The Need for Fuel Cells: The device which converts chemical energy into electricity is known as a fuel cell. The 

Fuel cells are profitable than batteries since they require a consistent wellspring of air fuel blend to maintain the 

substance response. In a battery the chemicals present in the battery respond with each other to produce an emf. 

Energy components can create power constantly for a long stretch. Subsequently there is an awesome requirement 

for energy units in green. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Design Features of a Fuel Cell: The important features in a fuel cell design are listed below: 

 The electrolyte substance.  

 The fuel.  

 The anode catalyst  

 The cathode catalyst  

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle: A hydrogen vehicle is a vehicle that uses hydrogen as it fuel for generating power 

and torque. Hydrogen vehicles have hydrogen fuelled space rockets, cars, trucks and other vehicles for 

transportation. The power plant of a hydrogen vehicle converts the substance vitality of the fuel into mechanical 

energy. The hydrogen vehicles either use an IC engine or a fuel cell for generating power. The world is moving 

towards a green economy in which hydrogen fuel plays a very important role.  Hydrogen fuel can be produced with 

the help of renewable sources. But the process of generating hydrogen is a complex process. Integrated wind-to-

hydrogen plants are used to manufacture hydrogen. It is a non-conventional method. There are many companies 

working to improve technologies that might efficiently use hydrogen substance vitality in motor vehicles. There 

are many automobile companies working to create hydrogen- fuel cell vehicles. Some of the vehicles include 

(Berman, 2013; Davies, 2013; Cox, 2003).  

IC Engines Vs Fuel Cells: Fuel cells are more advantageous when compared to conventional power sources, such 

as IC engines or batteries. Benefits include: 

 Fuel cells have a greater efficiency than gas engines. 

 The operation of fuel cells is noiseless. 

 Fuel cells does not pollute the environment. 

 Fuel cells eliminate the greenhouse gases from the atmosphere. 

 Fuel cells eliminate the need for the dependence on fossil fuels. 

 Distribution of hydrogen is easier. 

 Low temperature fuel cells are ideal for military applications. 

 Higher temperature fuel cells are ideal for cogeneration applications  

 Fuel cells have no memory effect. 

 The maintenance of fuel cells is simple and easy. 
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Figure.1. Energy loss chart 

Reference: Albert Sobeys and Associates: Further comparison of internal combustion engine and fuel cells for 

fuel economy and CO2 emissions is shown in Table.1. 

3. RESULTS 

Table.1. Fuel Economy, Energy Use and CO2 Emissions for Alternative fuelled Automobiles  

 Fuel Economy Mpg equiv-LHV 

basis(from GREET model; 

except fuel cell vehicles and H2 

ICE/HEVs from DTI) 

Well to Wheel 

consumption 

(BTU/mi) 

Well to Wheel CO2 

emissions(g/mile) 

IC Engine Vehicles    

Conventional Gasoline SI Engine 20.4 6195 264 

CNG SI Engine 20.3 5902 459 

Adv. Diesel CI Engine 32.0 3565 678 

ICE/Hybrid Vehicles    

Gasoline SIDI/HEV 44.9 3092 259 

CNG SI/HEV 43.6 2867 196 

Ethanol SIDI/HEV 44.9 4921 67 

H2 SI/HEV 50.05 2466w/o CO2 seq 

2580 w/CO2 seq 

334 w/o CO2 seq 52 

w/ CO2 seq 

Diesel CIDI/HEV 45.8 2487 208 

Fuel Cell Vehicles    

Gasoline (probable)                          

(best) 

48.0 

49.4 

2819 

2938 

304 

234 

Methanol (probable) 

(best) 

52.0 

62.2 

3212 

2802 

199 

174 

Hydrogen (from natural gas with 

steam reforming , pipeline delivery 

and compression to 5000 psi for 

onboard storage) 

80.0 2368 w/o CO2 seq 

2466 w/ CO2 seq 

143 w/o CO2 seq 25 

w/ CO2 seq 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Though Hydrogen fuel is an excellent alternative fuel it has various storage problems. Various storage 

methods are still under research. Despite the fact that few advancement has been made they are deficient or 

negligible. Research has demonstrated that the mix of energy units and hydrogen are the best innovation for what's 

to come. This can be validated by the production of fuel cell vehicles by leading automobile manufacturers of the 

world such as General Motors, Honda, Mercedes Benz, etc. This proves that the world is moving towards a 

renewable economy and hydrogen fuel cells will be the most used technology in the upcoming years. 
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